Mobile custom apps
50 uses of Claris FileMaker to see what’s possible.

1. Manage inventory and checkout for a restaurant and dairy farm.
2. Track power line maintenance schedules.
3. Capture energy efficiency data at job sites.
4. Create on-the-fly invoices while visiting customers.
5. Conduct job safety inspections on site at oil and gas fields.
6. Process work orders for refrigeration units at retail locations.

7. Simplify inventory management and point of sales information on the retail floor.
8. Inventory supplies of flowers and plants at a nursery.
10. Respond to hotel guest requests anywhere on the property.

11. Track the progress of physician training from anywhere in the hospital.
12. Manage solar panel installation projects on site.

16. Manage tens of thousands of rental items from contract to fulfillment to invoicing.

17. Log surgery procedures in the examination room.
18. Manage document scanning, audits and enrollment details for incoming students.
19. Access mobile encyclopedia of pharmaceutical terms for employee use.

20. Manage film editing projects throughout the studio on the iPhone.
21. Track t-shirt inventory and production levels.
22. Create food service invoices during deliveries to restaurants.
23. Manage car rental agreements and deliveries on the road.
25. Manage student information and test scores.
26. Record fire safety inspection checklists on property.
27. Track quilt fabrics without going to the stock room.
28. Create a retina-quality electronic portfolio of your work.
29. Monitor proper medical device use in hospitals.
30. Inventory all computer equipment within a school district.

31. Manage exhibitor work orders at a convention center.
32. Track multiple printing projects on the shop floor.
33. Track pharmaceutical drug test results in the lab.
34. Conduct health assessments in remote communities.
35. Collect land surveying data for civil engineering projects on the iPhone or iPad.

36. Streamline music school auditions and admission from the studio.
37. Gather donor data on a mobile blood bank.
38. Record client case notes while in the courtroom.
39. Conduct teacher evaluations in the classroom.

40. Access car inventory and record customer details during test drives.
41. Access and update business contact information on the iPhone while on the road.
42. Generate reports on advertising poster placements.
43. Monitor acidity, sugar and alcohol levels in the cellar of a winery.

44. Deliver tests and assess student performance in the classroom on iPads.
45. Conduct neighborhood surveys door-to-door.
46. Track projects details for commissioned public art works.
47. Gather store sales and traffic data on iPad and generate reports on desktops.
48. Manage customer design specifications during housing remodels.
49. Track pool construction and maintenance.

50. Track NBA player performance statistics.